EYEGLASS
CLINIC
Please see the following pages for recommendations
on ordering reading glasses and sunglasses.
If you would like more information on the eyeglass
ministry please contact Holland Kendall.
E-mail: hollandkendall@kendalloptoministry.org
Website: http://eyeglasses-inventory.com/

Recommended purchase of reading/sunglasses
From Lynn Roberts International, Inc.
TruSight Reading Glasses - Springer assortment includes mixed readers
with plastic and metal frames. The power of the eyeglasses in this
assortment will range from +1.00 - +3.50. You will receive (1) pair of each
power and one additional pair of +2.00.






Quantity recommended to order- 48 dz. (min. purchase requirement of 24 dz)
Part number- SPR08
Price per dz.- $8.40
Price per pair of eyeglasses- $.70
Total cost for 48 dz. Reading glasses- $403.20

We also recommend you purchase additional readers in the more common
powers. These glasses will be a mixture of plastic and metal frame reading
glasses that are springer & non-springer.
 Quantity recommended to order- 5 dz. for each power listed below (min.
purchase requirement of 5 dz)






- +1.25, +1.50, +1.75, +2.00
Part numbers are listed below
- TS-125, TS-150, TS-175, TS-200
Price per dz.- $7.80
Price per pair of eyeglasses- $.65
Total cost for 20 dz. Additional eyeglasses- $156

* The readers will need to be sorted according to power and placed in
separate boxes

Sunglasses are optional; however, we do encourage you to purchase them to
be given out in the village.
Junior Assortment Sunglasses
 Quantity recommended to order- 15 dz. (min. purchase requirement 5 dz.)
 Part number- SR381
 Price per dz. for at least 5 dz - $7.20; Price per pair of sunglasses- $.60
 Price per dz. for at least 10 dz - $6.60; Price per pair of sunglasses- $.55
 Total cost for 15 dz. pair of junior sunglasses- $99.00
Driving lens assortment
 Quantity recommended to order- 50 dz. (min. purchase requirement 5 dz.)
 Part number- SR380
 Price per dz. for 5 dz- $7.44; Price per pair - $.62
 Price per dz. for 10 dz- $6.72; Price per pair - $.56
 Price per dz. for 25 dz- $6.24; Price per pair - $.52
 Total cost for 50 dz. pair of sunglasses- $312.00
**Total cost for what we recommend you purchase from Lynn Roberts
International, Inc. is $970.20

Contact information for Lynn Roberts International, Inc. is listed below
Kathryn (Kati) Nolan
9100 F. Street
Omaha, NE 68127
Ph: 800-228-6094 ext. 1031
Fax: 402-331-5401
Web: www.golynnroberts.com
*Please note: The part numbers change frequently so discuss your order
with Kati to be sure you are ordering what is needed.

The last item we recommend is something you will need to get your doctor
to order for you. These are dilating drops used on younger people.
• Proparicane Hcl .5% (Numbs the eye in about 5-15 seconds)
• Tropicamide 1% (Will paralyze the focusing
capability/accommodation of the eye and dilate it somewhat)
Another useful address is:
In Focus
327 Tealwood
Houston, TX 77024
Tel: 713-468-3040
Fax: 713-468-7704
Attn: Vasu Mistry at 361-857-8664
www.infocusonline.org
infocusintl@aol.com
They provide numerous supplies for Optical Mission teams. For more
information check out their web site.
*What to do with your used prescription glasses
You will collect a number of used prescription glasses. Please send all of these glasses
to:
Kendall Optometry Ministries, Inc
4820 Nottinghamshire Dr
Jeffersontown, KY 40299
Attn: Holland Kendall
Phone: 502-640-2227
Kendall Optometry Ministries, Inc has 5 measurement stations positioned at homes,
churches and one Episcopal home. Volunteers sit at these stations and measure
eyeglasses many hours each week. We have a limited supply of barcoded (with
prescriptions) glasses to sell to Christian Mission teams at $.15 each plus shipping.

